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Identifying referrals: Identify households that may require relocation and other housing 
pathways are not safe or possible e.g. management transfer. This includes the 
victim/survivor, or if safe and appropriate the perpetrator of abuse, for instance on 
release from prison. Anyone identified who is not already accessing support from 
Cambridgeshire Specialist DA services, this referral to be made. 

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Services and 
LA/RPs or other 
services. 

Completing property request form with applicants: To discuss scope and limitations of 
scheme with the potential applicant, LA areas that would be safe/unsafe for them and 
complete Property Request Form. If completed with LA/RP, the form needs to be sent 
to housingreciprocal@cambridgeshire.gov.uk who log and ensure case is supported. 

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Services or 
LA/RP. 

Providing Emergency Accommodation if needed: Emergency/Temporary 
accommodation (TA) is to be provided in a safe area before/whilst the referral goes 
through if needed (dual housing benefit can be claimed). It may take a few months or 
more for a suitable property to be identified. 

Originating LA 
or RP 

Housing named Leads sign off:  Cambridgeshire DA Service Admin to email form to 
Housing Named lead for originating LA/RP to approve the referral if they have not done 
so already.  IDVA/Outreach support to provide applicant name and additional details to 
Named Lead if required. 

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Services 

Log and Send: Form logged in monitoring spreadsheet and Application Reference Code 
allocated and property request form sent to emails of LA/RP Named Leads. 

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Service Admin 

Responding via email: Requested LA or RP to inform referrers via email either way if 
able to make a direct offer of a property or not (including if aware of a void coming up 
that could be suitable) copying in housingreciprocal@cambridgeshire.gov.uk. If a 
property is refused, the LA/RP can decide if they are happy to make another offer. If 
accepted, IDVA/outreach support to assist household in registering on local system 
Home-Link/Housing Jigsaw (Peterborough) as required. 

Requested 
LA/RP named 
lead  

Supporting applicant through relocation: Support move as required including risk 
assessment, attending viewing of potential accommodation, and supporting 
applications for flexible funding through this project for any costs associated with the 
move / furnishing the property if this can’t be found elsewhere. 

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Services 
IDVA/Outreach 

Perpetrator response: LAs/RPs are responsible for action relating to the perpetrator if 
still residing in the property, including, where necessary and safe to do so, initiating 
eviction proceedings or relocation. 

Original LA/RP 

Maintaining a Cap: Once a relocation is made, the referring LA/RP owes a property to 
the Housing Reciprocal (centrally managed-can be for any other LA/RP) of an equal size 
(bedroom number). An LA cannot make further requests to the Housing Reciprocal if 
they owe more than two properties.  

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Service Admin 

Monitoring and reporting: Tracking successful moves and getting feedback. Produce 
quarterly reports on Housing Reciprocal moves to all partners. Awareness raising 
activities, including training and a final report and event.  

Cambridgeshire 
Specialist DA 
Services Admin 
& Safer London 


